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Thank you for reading the griff, MacEwan University’s student magazine. The griff is funded by student 
fees and is considered a service under the Students’ Association of MacEwan University. For four years, 
the griff published a weekly newspaper, before transitioning into a monthly magazine in 2015.  
Currently, we publish seven magazines between September and April, and our website is updated 
semi-daily throughout those months.

As the student media at MacEwan University, our foremost aim is to provide diverse, well-researched 
articles written from a student perspective. Our content is hyperlocal, with a focus on issues affecting 
our university and the greater downtown area. We aim to create in-depth articles that promote wellbeing 
in our community. We want to engage in a dialogue about the things that matter to you.

If you are interested in volunteering for the griff, please join us at a volunteer meeting! Come to 
Room 7-297E (City Centre Campus) at 5 p.m. on most Thursdays between September and April.
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Letter from the Editor
As the temperature falls, work picks up

WRIT TEN BY K YLE MUZ YK A

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATTHEW JACULA

My name is Kyle Muzyka, and I’m the managing editor 
here at the griff, MacEwan University’s campus mag-
azine, produced right in the middle of Treaty 6 land. 

It’s October, and with summer vacation already a month behind 
us, school and work are back in full swing. As the temperature 
starts to drop, we at the griff have been thinking about the chal-
lenges some Edmontonians will face during the harsh winter.

Two stories in this issue deal with homelessness. One is on 
Homeless Connect, an organization that provides essential and 
nonessential services to Edmonton’s homeless population.

The other is a profile of author Peter Hapchyn, who himself 
struggled with homelessness and mental health issues. Hap-
chyn shares the unique perspective he gained from panhandling 
and sleeping on a park bench in Toronto.

We raise some other questions about our city in this issue, in-
cluding why secondary sports such as soccer, baseball and la-
crosse don’t catch on in the City of Champions. Is it because of 
the weather, the lack of fanship or the level of entertainment 
they provide?

It’s a similar entertainment we talk about in another piece — 
Canada’s content in relation to the global market. 

Around this time last September, I was in Los Angeles at a bar on 

a Friday night. Drake’s “Hotline Bling” and “Back to Back” had 
recently come out, as well as the Weeknd’s Beauty Behind the 
Madness. Couple that with the remaining popularity of       Justin 
Bieber and it’s safe to say Canadian music had successfully infil-
trated America’s playlists. 

With that in mind, we take a look at Canada’s place on the global 
scale in terms of its artists, actors/actresses and writers, and 
how important of a place they have in the global scale. 

Food is just as, if not more, important than Drake and The Week-
nd, and if you’re one of those people who are interested in food 
(read: everyone), then we have something for you. All the recent 
renovations around MacEwan University had us wondering 
what went on behind the scenes.

Campus Services takes us behind those scenes, where we learned 
about how they are working with the Office of Sustainability to 
locally source as many ingredients as they can.

And since it’s October, we thought we’d look at the horror genre 
and how some horror experts believe the best horror movies  
are behind us. 

I hope you enjoy the October edition of the magazine — let us 
know if you do. It makes us feel like a million bucks. If you don’t 
enjoy it, let us know, too. Regardless, thanks for reading, and 
we’ll catch you in November! g
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The little orange building that could
As CFAC prepares to move downtown, some faculty have mixed feelings

WRIT TEN BY COURTNEY BET TIN

PHOTOGRAPHY BY TONI ZENDRAN

T he first day Denise Roy started working at 
the Centre for the Arts and Communica-
tions, she walked through the parkade and 

saw what struck her as a rather unusual art exhibit. 

“There’s a series of pails all down the centre, ar-
ranged. And I remember coming in from the 
parking lot and I thought, ‘isn’t that an interest-
ing installation?’ because I think it’s an artwork,”  
she said. 

Turns out, it wasn’t artwork at all.

“I walk a little further and I hear ‘drip, drip, drip’ 
and then I looked and I went, ‘Oh. It leaks.’” 

The current Centre for the Arts and Communica-
tion (CFAC) building is retiring from student life 
after 35 years. While the building’s age highlight-
ed its charm, the challenges that came with it were 
numerous and sometimes difficult to overcome.

The new Centre for Arts and Culture building is 

slated to open in fall of 2017. The five-storey ad-
dition to MacEwan’s City Centre Campus will 
integrate the current arts campus into a central 
downtown location, providing the faculties with 
new technology and bigger performance spaces.

As the building begins its final year as part of the 
MacEwan University community, many of the 
staff and students have mixed feelings about the 
big move. Roy, Dean of the Faculty of Fine Arts and 
Communications, has been with the building for 
nearly 27 years, and there are certainly aspects 
she is going to miss.

“The physical space and the orange-ness of it … you 
can’t separate the color from the building. I love 
that about it,” she said. “It’s a little bit unusual, it’s 
a little bit funky, and that’s how we are, so it’s a 
really good fit here.”

Both the architecture and location have contrib-
uted to the unique vibe on the CFAC campus. Roy 
explained that while isolation from the other cam-

puses has created some problems for the students, 
it has also helped them pursue the arts. The fact 
there’s nowhere else to go fuels collaboration and 
practice, something which has become a mainstay 
of the campus’ community.

“You are, here, surrounded by the art. You can’t not 
encounter it because the students play their in-
struments in the washroom, in the stairwells, all 
over the place — there’s always work,” Roy said.

“I think it’s just cool in that way. That combination 
of attitude and creativity and commitment that 
the students bring is fantastic, and it’s so immedi-
ate here — you trip over it.”

Allan Gilliland, chair of the music department, 
has been at CFAC for 19 years and recognizes the 
contribution the building has shown to the arts 
ever since he was a University of Alberta student 
travelling to MacEwan to play.

The building was originally designed to have more 
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amenities than it ended up with, but budget cuts 
meant certain things couldn’t be entirely fleshed 
out. However, the campus still found ways to 
make sure students got what they needed.

“We didn’t have a room big enough to rehearse a 
big band — a small room is really hard on the ears 
when the ceilings are low — so they took one of 
the rooms on the first floor and they actually dug 
down further than the rest of the building to give 
it a high ceiling,” he said.

“That’s why we call it ‘The Pit.’ I remember doing 
rehearsals in there for the first time and really fall-
ing in love with the building and the faculty here.” 

In fact, the connection that students and faculty 
have with this building is so strong that, like Gillil-
and and Roy, many spend decades of their life there. 
Over the years, as members of the community have 
passed away, they’ve chosen CFAC for their memo-
rial services because of its importance to them — 
something which few campuses can boast.

“We’ve had, over the years, a number of very mov-
ing celebrations of life for faculty members and 
staff, and those people had been very explicit that 
this is the place they wanted to have their celebra-
tion,” Roy said. “It speaks to the community that’s 
here ... people come and people stay.”

The campus was certainly loved during MacE-
wan’s tenure there, but the building is old and 
starting to become run-down. A new space will 
allow the arts programs to grow and will also ben-
efit students.

Before, things like student residence were more 
difficult for students based at the arts campus 
to access, due to the distance from City Centre 
Campus. Electives were also limited because of 
the small student population, but options will in-
crease and benefit both sides when the two cam-
puses merge.

“We’re hoping that students are going to come 
our way and start to play in our ensembles, so 

audition for the big band and other things like 
that, (and) take some of our musicology courses,”  
Gilliland said.

He also hopes that being close to downtown will 
open up opportunities for a relationship with the 
University of Alberta and other art programs in 
the area, both in regards to production as well  
as audience. 

“Being connected to the rest of the university is go-
ing to transform us,” Gilliland said.

As for the old campus, its days encouraging art-
ists are far from over, as the City of Edmonton has 
bought the building and proposed to continue us-
ing it as a community arts centre.

“(The city) bought it, they were going to try and 
keep the spaces and rent it out to smaller theatre 
and dance companies and music companies,” Gil-
liland said. “I hope the building lives on with the 
spirit of the arts in it.” g
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Brave renewable world
Businesses, province paying the way for increased  
investment in renewables 
 
WRIT TEN BY ANNA MCMILL AN

ILLUSTR ATION BY ALLEY MACLEAN

“The day of making money in oil and gas is over,” said Ken 
Harbeck, a project management office coordinator at 
MacEwan University. “It’s over. It’s history.”

In a province where the petroleum industry has thrived for de-
cades, comments like Harbeck’s can be harsh to Albertans’ ears. 
A loss of faith in Alberta’s primary industry, however, may have 
become more common since the price of oil collapsed over two 
years ago — a collapse that saw the price per barrel in USD drop 
from $105.54 in June 2014 to $28.50 in January 2016, according 
to macrotrends.net.

While thousands of people are without jobs and Alberta’s econ-
omy continues to stumble, Harbeck, who acts as a consultant 
for MacEwan’s investment group, said an opportunity exists to 
change the way Albertans invest their money.

Instead of investing in the conventional energy sector, Harbeck 
said now is a time when people can look toward industries that 
thrive off of “profitable sustainability.”

The renewable energy sector is one of these industries.

Back in November of 2015, the provincial government an-
nounced a plan to phase out coal-fired electrical plants by 2030.

According to the Government of Alberta’s website, Alberta is 
one of Canada’s biggest contributors when it comes to green-
house gas emissions, producing more coal pollution than all 
other provinces combined.

Stewart Duncan, the CEO of Alberta Wind Energy Corporation, 
said the absence of coal-fired electricity generation will likely 
make way for more sustainable forms of electricity generation.

“At the moment, that’s over 4,000 megawatts of generation that’s 
going to have to be replaced,” said Duncan, highlighting wind 
energy, solar energy and biofuels as possible replacements. “I 

think there’s probably some opportunities for renewable energy 
going forward.”

Paula McGarrigle, co-founder and managing director of Solas 
Energy Consulting, highlighted while these opportunities for sus-
tainable substitutes exist, the overlap between the two industries 
doesn’t lend itself to one ever replacing the other entirely.

She noted that energy can come in forms useful for heat, power, 
and transportation. 

“Oil and gas tends to be on the transportation side, and renew-
ables only really overlap with them in two ways,” McGarrigle 
said. “One is biofuels and the second one is electric cars.”

Still, even major players in the oil industry, including Enbridge, 
Suncor Energy and TransCanada, are investing in renewables. 
They cite environmental responsibility and the future growth 
of the renewables industry as the primary reasons for investing.

“Where the game is on at the moment is the renewables and ther-
mal power on the electricity side of things. If you look at most ju-
risdictions in the world, they’re starting to increase their invest-
ments in the non-emitting renewables,” McGarrigle said.

Right now, most investments in renewables are found in those 
that generate electricity — namely solar and wind power — like-
ly as a result of declining costs and increased awareness of the 
dangers of carbon emissions.

Because of these reduced costs, renewable energy is becoming 
more realistic for the province of Alberta.

McGarrigle highlighted the region’s natural resources as anoth-
er reason why the renewables industry is becoming increasingly 
plausible to invest in.

“We have amazing resources — it’s not like we have crappy sun or 
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wind,” she said. “Kind of like our oil sands is fan-
tastic, so is our wind and so is our solar.”

In terms of solar energy, she said Alberta scores 
at the top quartile, and is comparable to Rio de 
Janeiro or Miami. In North America, the province 
also lands on top when it comes to the potential to 
generate wind energy.

“It’s kind of like Alberta’s just waking up to the fact 
that we’re sitting on this amazing resource,” Mc-
Garrigle said.

While investing in renewable energy could be on 
the rise, oil and gas aren’t going anywhere any time 
soon — and they don’t have to.

Global energy demand is continuously growing. 
Because the renewables industry is still in its early 
stages, it will likely have to be used in combina-
tion with other forms of energy generation in order 
to meet these impending needs.

BP’s 2016 Energy Outlook predicts energy trends 
for the next 20 years and forecasts the renew-
able sector will almost quadruple in size by 2035. 
The International Energy Outlook 2016 looks at 
change in energy markets to 2040 and suggests 
similar growth. It states that, at an average rate 
of 2.6 per cent per year, renewable energy is the 
world’s fastest-growing energy source.

At the same time, BP’s predictions say the oil mar-
ket will rebalance, while Energy Outlook predicts 
the consumption of liquid fuels, natural gas and 
coal will continue to increase and will be respon-
sible for 78 per cent of world energy consumption 
in 2040.

“There will always be a use for oil — a demand for oil 
and gas — but the overall global use of oil products, 
petroleum products, is slowly in decline,” Harbeck 
said. “It’s over, from the investment perspective.”

Alberta investment is expected to drop by 11.9 per 
cent from 2015 to 2016, according to albertacanada.
com. The decline is cited as being “the result of low 
oil and gas prices,” which will lead to a 31.3 per cent 
decrease in investing in the petroleum industry.

Because current oil prices are so low, Harbeck says 
it doesn’t make sense for people to invest there at 
the moment.

He added that there has been a slow increase in 
awareness of other means of investing, which he 
believes is driven partly by investment managers 
looking for different avenues for investment when 
their customers see their returns going down.

While Harbeck acknowledges that increased in-
terest in renewables is likely related to the crash 
in oil prices, he thinks awareness of profitable sus-
tainability has been growing for a while.

“If you look at the track record of things like renew-
ables … the crossover point where they started to 
become more profitable and conventional energy 
assets was actually before the crash,” he said.

The “go green” mindset has been on the rise for 
a while now, and Harbeck said small numbers of 
people are starting to take that to the bank with 
socially responsible investing (SRI).

Renewables fall into the SRI category, but this 
type of investment extends well beyond the re-

‘We have amazing resources — it’s 
not like we have crappy sun or wind. 

Kind of like our oil sands is fantastic, 
so is our wind and so is our solar.’

-Paula McGarrigle

newable energy sector. It includes microfinacing 
and microsaving, and can range from investing 
in agricultural projects or entrepreneurs who are 
just starting out. 

“To me, it’s a certain moral issue,” Harbeck said. 
“Instead of just being focused on return, be focused 
on ‘How am I getting that return?’” 

The policies in Alberta are certainly in support of 
significant growth of the renewable energy sector 
in the near future, and Duncan, Harbeck and Mc-
Garrigle all predict the same.

“International interest in climate and carbon emis-
sion levels has been key to sort of inspire people to 
think a little bit beyond (conventional methods for 
energy generation),” McGarrigle said.

She said the next step in increasing this global 
awareness, however, is improving people’s under-
standing of the subject.

“I think the education system needs to get more up-
to-speed with energy and environment, because I 
think we’re graduating people ... that definitely 
need more education there,” she said. 

“I think the younger generations are way more in-
terested in it, and I think it all originated from 
their education on the three Rs (reduce, reuse, re-
cycle), frankly.”

These generations will grow up and will likely in-
vest in renewables, supplementing the monumen-
tal growth in the renewable energy sector that has 
been predicted to radically change the energy sec-
tor as it exists today. g
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The good, the bad,  
and the scary
Horror’s current state is something to scream about

WRIT TEN BY PARVIN SEDIGHI

ILLUSTR ATION BY ALLEY MACLEAN

Fall is a time of crunchy leaves, pumpkin spice lattes and 
back-to-school stress. But perhaps most importantly, fall 
is the season where we come to openly express our love for 

the realm of the terrifying and the spooky. 

Haunted houses take over abandoned buildings, TVs are bom-
barded with advertisements for Halloween candy and costumes, 
and theatres become chock-full of the latest horror releases — 
with some hits and some misses. 

While horror becomes most visible around Halloween, it’s a genre 
that’s been around longer than any chainsaw-wielding madmen 
we might be familiar with. According to the New York Film Acad-
emy, horror’s golden age came about in the 1920s and 1930s.

Nosferatu (1922), Frankenstein (1932) and The Mummy (1932) 
are a small sampling of the kind of works that were being re-
leased at the time. As readers and watchers in the 21st century, a 
zombie or vampire flick might not top our lists as the best work 
of entertainment, but it’s important to note that at the time of 
their creation, these narratives were unrivalled in their origi-
nality and uniqueness. 

Horror fan Kevin Martin notes how the horror genre has been 
marginalized over the years, as it grew and claimed the sphere 
of the weird and the unsightly. In addition to his personal love 
for horror, Martin has done work in Edmonton’s entertainment 
community to try and give the genre the esteemed position he 
believes it deserves. 

Martin is the owner of The Lobby DVD Shop, an Edmonton-based 
video store specializing in cult horror and alternative films. He 
is also a member of the team behind organizing DEDfest, an al-
ternative film festival in Edmonton that has been running for 
the past nine years. 

“Horror movies have always been up and down as far as respect 
and love are concerned, and (there’s been) utter hatred and dis-
gust from the moral right or the conservative kind of crowd,” 
Martin says. 

Depending on the medium the best time for horror can vary, 
and for Martin, the height of horror in films is where he sees the 
genre best represented. “My personal golden age is the ‘70s and 

‘80s. That’s the money,” he says. 

‘I think often in horror, we’re willing to 
look at ugliness that other forms aren’t 

willing to look at.’
- Jacqueline Baker
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Martin cites the works of directors like Wes Craven, Tobe Hoop-
er and Sean S. Cunningham as being influential in making the 
era so memorable for fans of the genre. 

Not only is horror an exceptional entertainment experience, it 
can also act as a powerful social force. “People can talk about 
real, political things going on in the world, but they can disguise 
them with monsters or something fantastical,” Martin says. 

“These movies were beautifully shot,” he adds. “Even if you don’t 
understand what you’re watching, (you’re) captivated by the 
music or the imagery.” 

The question to ask now is about the status of horror today and 
how originality is maintained, if at all. 

For Martin and many horror fans, the rise in the number of re-
makes of original films is an alarming sign of the decline of the 
horror genre. 

“Remakes today are just trying to cash in money-wise,” he says. 

Although this decline is discouraging, Martin acknowledges 
that original, quality works are still being released, although 
barriers are large and numerous. 

“There’s still good stuff coming out, but unfortunately you’re not 
going to get it from the studios that are owned by corporations 
that don’t care about creativity or trying to break new boundar-
ies,” he says. 

How do we move past this stagnation in the genre that has so 
accurately captured our worries and anxieties? 

MacEwan English professor Jacqueline Baker is optimistic 
about the positive impact that the intersection between genre 
works and literary works have had and will continue to have on 
the resurgence of horror.  

“(Horror) is not my background of study, but I’m a writer of hor-
ror,” Baker says. “I’ve loved it all of my life and studied it all of my 
life, informally, in both film and literature.” 

Baker believes that a marriage between literary and horror 
works is proving to be a viable avenue for innovation in a genre 
that seems to be weighed down by heavy recycling of existing 
ideas and thoughts. 

“I think we should demand as much from our horror writers as 
we do from our literary writers, so that’s why the particular 
melding of the two interests me,” she says. 

As a social force, horror’s impact can’t be understated. “I think 
often in horror, we’re willing to look at ugliness that other forms 
aren’t willing to look at,” Baker says, adding that horror can act 
like a mirror for society to look into in order to understand and 
acknowledge its fears. 

“We’re more content with our literature to have a neat ending, 
we want to see things tied up, we want to see that people are 
OK,” Baker says. 

Horror seems to take this expectation of a tidy ending and turn 
it sideways and upside down, providing a view of the world that’s 
as disturbing as it is necessary. 

When it comes to bringing originality and quality back into me-
dia that’s produced under the banner of horror, there seems to 
be no simple, concrete solution. 

Growing up with horror and witnessing its cyclical nature and 
its many rises and falls, Martin is hopeful for a reclamation of 
the quality that has previously made itself known in the genre. 

“I feel like I’m a pop culture teacher to the younger ones that 
come in,” Martin says. “Something is going to break through, 
but I really couldn’t tell you what.” g
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A wandering man
Taking a closer look at homelessness through    
Peter Hapchyn, who was once homeless himself

Downtown Edmonton has become an in-
creasingly vibrant community. Roger’s 
Place is just the latest revitalizing tool 

meant to transform the city centre into a world-
class area for Edmontonians to enjoy.

But this downtown transformation has not come 
without pushback. Some of Edmonton’s most vul-
nerable communities live in the downtown area, 
and many people are worried new developments 
will displace these populations — particularly the 
homeless population.  

According to an article on the Boyle Street Com-
munity Services website, “In many cities across 
North America, downtown revitalization often 
means gentrification and gentrification means 
poor people who don’t fit in are moved on to cor-
ners of the city away from the mainstream.” 

Statistics provided by Homeward Trust Edmonton 
in 2014 show there are more than 2,300 homeless 
people in Edmonton. Many are situated in the 
downtown area, as it is one of the busiest and most 
accessible parts of the city. 

Peter Hapchyn is a person who was once homeless. 
He was sitting in the back of a Starbucks alone. 
Unlike everyone surrounding him, he wasn’t play-
ing around on his phone, nor was he fidgeting as 
he waits. He was sitting tranquilly, staring at the 
coffee mug in front of him. 

Hapchyn has fluffy blonde hair that’s starting to 
thin and a pair of big blue eyes. A light smell of 
cigarettes surrounded him. A pack of Pall Mall 

cigarettes rested in the breast pocket of his blue 
flannel shirt. 

For a time, he lived on the streets of Toronto as a 
beggar in the early ‘90s. He has also been dealing 
with schizoaffective disorder for 26 years, some-
thing that has given him no end of trouble. His 
mental illness was a direct factor leading to his 
living on the street.

“Living as a bum was a very valuable experience; I 
don’t regret it,” he says. “That was the most enrich-
ing experience I’ve had, and most people would 
say ‘God, you’ve lived homeless, and you slept on 
park benches and begged to feed yourself. How 
could that be enriching?’” 

For Hapchyn, the answer to that question is per-
spective. “To me it was an experience in life that 
opened my eyes to that aspect, so I walk by a beg-
gar (and) I see him for what he is. I know the life 
and what it’s about.” 

Hapchyn spent the past nine years working on a 
series of books, where he writes about a variety 
of subjects, from man’s relationship with nature 
to the promotion of the adventurous and nomad-
ic lifestyle. All three of his books are online and 
can be found for free on his WordPress, where he 
hopes he’ll be able to reach out to anyone interest-
ed enough to read them.

The stories that have come to him the most natu-
rally, though, are those he’s written about his time 
as a member of Canada’s homeless population. All 
three of the books have been published through a 

vanity press, meaning Hapchyn funded them him-
self. He’s been able to draw from a lifetime of expe-
riences, including travelling around the Mediter-
ranean Sea on a bicycle trip and living homeless 
on the streets.

Hapchyn’s most recent book is called The Concise 
Bohemian Philosophy, a book where Hapchyn de-
scribes bohemianism. To him, a bohemian can be 
defined as somebody that has untraditional social 
habits and mannerisms.

Hapchyn describes the well-trodden path many 
are encouraged to go down as a series of mile-
stones, or boxes to check off on a list. “You get out 
of school, you go to university, you get a job, you 
marry, you have a family, you do your 40 hours a 
week, you go to Mexico … the whole material trip,” 
he says. 

Within the group of worldly wanderers, Hapchyn 
says there are various subgroups in the form of 

“vagabond young guys that are on the street corner 
busking, and others who are artists, others who 
café-bounce.” 

By café-bouncing, he refers to the way some will 
kick around from coffee shop to coffee shop, some-
thing Hapchyn does himself.

He says most of the bohemian crowd is younger 
people who will eventually adapt to the habits and 
paths one might consider more traditional.

Another one of his works is a collection of essays 
called It’s a Bum’s Life. It’s through this explora-

‘A lot of people are hurting, and I 
wonder, ‘What this is here that we’re 

not dealing with?’’
-Peter Hapchyn
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tion of homelessness that he hopes to change Canadian society’s 
perception of homeless people as “lazy” and “indolent bums.”

Now that Hapchyn is off the streets, he has a better under-
standing of the homeless and the struggles they face. Canadi-
ans should try our best to face homelessness up front, he says, 
casting away the “out of sight, out of mind” policy he believes         
Canada has with its displaced members.

Homelessness is not the only issue Hapchyn believes most peo-
ple in the West are too frightened or uncomfortable to speak 
about. As he said, mental illness is also something that has af-
fected his life in a very personal and adverse way, in no small 
part due to lack of awareness about his own growing problems 
at a critical time.

He recalls a rocky trip to India, where he was aggressively 
pushed into a religion by a group of Buddhists. “That was the 
first downturn. When I returned from India, it’s like I came back 
a changed man. I wasn’t myself psychologically. I turned quite 
negative,” he says. 

His parents also recognized a change in their son’s behaviour, 
and it ultimately affected their relationship. “We had a fall-
ing out. I thought they were meddling in my life where they 
shouldn’t, and that they were too intrusive into my life in that 
regard,” he says.

“They wanted me to get help, and I was resistant.”

Yet even when Hapchyn did make the realization that he was un-
well, he was unable to obtain welfare due to not having a stable 
address. “I couldn’t get a welfare cheque to get a room, and I didn’t 
have the money to get a room to get a welfare cheque,” he explains. 

This meant he was left on the streets with no plausible means of 
rectifying his situation, but this proved to be a difficult task. “My 
condition worsened in a huge way,” he says. “I went way downhill.” 

Hapchyn becomes a little sombre when recalling these events. 
After panhandling for six months in Toronto, his sister found 
him. It was then he finally received the help he needed. 

Long before losing his ability to work due to his illness, Hapchyn 
worked as a psychiatric aid, and during this time, he noticed 
certain patterns emerging in the way North American medicine 
treats disorders of the mind.

“When they talk mental illness, and they say schizophrenia is 
just an imbalance of your neurons in your brain, and that’s all 
they have to say for it, (it’s) completely bizarre,” he says.

Hapchyn says this is an incredibly narrow-minded definition of 
what mental illness is, and he argues such an approach can even 
be damaging to the path of recovery for a mentally troubled 
individual. Just like with any other debilitating illness, serious 
mental conditions come with a loss of will. 

“I thought, because of the lack of motivation, that I had a physical 
illness. That’s how I felt.”

At the end of the day, Hapchyn expresses disappointment at the 
way the people around him view mental illness and homeless-
ness. “A lot of people are hurting, and I wonder, “What this is 
here that we’re not dealing with?’” 

The Homeless Hub may have an answer to that question, and dis-
cusses a possible solution in the report’s conclusion. “We need to 
shift from a focus on managing the problem (through over-re-
liance on emergency services and supports) to a strategy that 
emphasizes prevention and, for those who do become homeless, 
to move them quickly into housing with necessary supports.”

Hapchyn’s final words on the matter offer a simple solution, 
because of how he himself managed to move away from park 
benches and panhandling.

“Get them off the streets. Get them a welfare cheque,” he says. “A 
little room in a house is all you need to be comfortable.” He be-
lieves if they have these amenities available to them, “then they 
can deal with whatever issues they’re suffering from.” g

All three of Hapchyn’s works are available at www.thefreeinspirit.
wordpress.com.
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Turning a new leaf
MacEwan’s campus services receives a makeover,  
introduces homegrown produce

WRIT TEN BY K YLE MUZ YK A
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A number of years ago, what was then Grant MacEwan Col-
lege had few food options. Subway and Burger King were 
the premier choices, especially during the winter months 

when the weather sucks and staying at school until the wee 
hours sucks even more.

But as time moved on, so did the fast food chains. Eating at the 
campus Funky Pickle was great for the first seven or so slices, 
but after a while, students began to look for other options.

Kris Bruckmann of MacEwan University’s Campus Services 
knows this. With only 15 food options across MacEwan’s cam-
puses, students can easily become bored of consuming the same 
items over and over again — especially at the satellite campuses. 
(You can only buy so many Funky Monkeys from Booster Juice 
before you question whether you should try something else.)

The three MacEwan campuses have four cafeterias: one at both 
the Alberta College Campus and the Centre for the Arts and 
Communications, and two at City Centre Campus (one in Build-
ing 6 and one in Building 9). As university officials move toward 
consolidating the school into one area of the city, they poured 
money into renovations for City Centre’s Building 6 cafeteria. 

Bruckmann said many potential suitors of university retail 
space, including food chains themselves, liken campus fran-
chise opportunities to mall food courts. He said, however, this 
comparison is far from accurate. 

“Malls may get 10,000 people in the mall, but they’re different 
every day,” he said. “Here, we have the same ones. To keep (the 
students) interested and satisfied and intrigued in your product, 
you have to change it up.”

Since he started with Campus Services, Bruckmann’s desire has 
been to change things up, but there were always two main obsta-
cles standing in his way: real estate and capital. Balancing those 
two obstacles with student wants and needs was a tough task.

Over the past couple of years, the university was able to find 
some money for Campus Services. Though space was still an is-
sue, Bruckmann was determined to use the money well. Campus 
Services surveyed students about what they wanted from their 
campus food court; some of the buzzwords were cheap, fresh, 
and locally-sourced. It’s hard to hit all three, Bruckmann says, 
but he feels satisfied with the changes implemented.

“Over the past five years, we’re confident with what we’ve done 
here,” he said. 

What they have done over the past few years started with a pilot 
project in Building 9. As part of the project, Campus Services 
made the decision to slot in fresh, local food into the cafeteria 
by working with Filistix, a local Filipino-style restaurant, and 
S’wich, a local food truck.

Unfortunately, prices were a little high for students due to the 
ingredients and effort that went into making the food. Bruck-
mann considered this, but at the end of the day, he felt healthier 
and fresher options were worth the extra dollars. 

“We can reduce the price, but the cost is the quality and the con-
sistency,” he said, adding that’s how campuses get locked into 
contracts with national food chains. Campus Services have less 
control of the quality of food when dealing with national chains. 

The two locally-owned businesses flourished on campus, receiv-
ing a lot of business from workers in the surrounding area as 
well. As of this year, however, both S’wich and Lan’s are no lon-
ger in MacEwan’s facilities. S’wich closed down, and Lan’s decid-
ed not to return due to staffing issues, according to Hospitality 
Services coordinator Susan Cooper.

But the two businesses showed Bruckmann that locally 
sourced food, despite being a bit more expensive, can work on 
a university campus. This allowed Campus Services to be more 
open to bringing similar food services to campus. 

‘Over the past five years, we’re 
confident with what we’ve done here.’

-Kris Buckmann
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A number of familiar options remain at MacEwan, albeit with 
some modifications. During renovations in the summer of 2016, 
Towers received a rebranding and Subway moved over to the 
area where Fat Franks used to be. Similar to Filistix and S’wich, 
Fat Franks is also no longer at MacEwan, as product sales were 
declining, according to Cooper. 

With some businesses leaving campus, others are new — Careit, 
a locally-owned urban deli; OVEN, which sells pizza and pasta; 
and TASTE, which currently features Jack’s Burger Shack of St. 
Albert acclaim. 

“We’re not just bringing in whoever is hot — we’re choosing who 
we bring in carefully,” he said, adding he chose these businesses 
mainly for their locally-sourced food practices.

The best part, Bruckmann said, is that all of the equipment in 
these places is on wheels, which means other businesses can 
take a turn for a semester, a month, or even a week. The specifics 
haven’t been hashed out yet, but Bruckmann hopes to generate 
enough interest in the restaurant community to give MacEwan 
students rotating options.

In keeping with MacEwan’s focus on sustainability, Bruckmann 
wanted Campus Services to take the idea of locally-sourced food 
one step further. As with the Building 9 pilot project, he had to 
find some money and some space.

Having aligned themselves closely with MacEwan’s Office of 
Sustainability, Campus Services began to invest money in pro-
ducing its own food, using methods including aeroponics, aqua-
ponics, and honeybees.

In a move that utilizes unused space around the school, orga-
nizers behind the Tower Gardens project grow produce in the 
middle of the spiral staircase. A nearly-complete aquaponics 

system in MacEwan’s child care centre also creates an environ-
ment where plants and small coy fish can live and interact. 

Up above, on the roof, a resident beekeeper harvests honey from 
four rooftop flow hives. 

Bruckmann said most of the food they produce is sold to Ara-
mark, MacEwan’s food supplier. This means food grown on cam-
pus is fed to students, an initiative that has helped reduce the 
university’s ecological footprint. Money made on the products is 
reinvested into MacEwan’s sustainable practices. 

According to both Cooper and Bruckmann, the health of the 
products grown is astounding. “The leaves (from some of the ba-
sil plants) are the size of lettuce leaves,” Cooper said.

Students are noticing, too. Cooper and Bruckmann say the feed-
back has been mostly positive. 

“To see the look on their faces, there are a lot of little wins there,” 
Bruckmann said.

Things aren’t perfect quite yet, and both Bruckmann and Coo-
per are well aware of this fact. The aforementioned price has un-
doubtedly been tough for some students’ wallets to handle.

Bruckmann believes prices could come down as MacEwan con-
tinues to implement more sustainable measures, like growing 
its own food. But even if they don’t, Bruckmann said the price is 
small for fresh locally-sourced ingredients.

“It’s a balance. There’s going to be a little bit of a higher cost when 
it comes to the quality,” he said. “The fact that we’re stepping 
outside of what you would call the traditional food service on 
campus … it’s really exciting.” g
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Homeless Connect YEG
Edmonton businesses provide free   
 support to homeless residents
 
WRIT TEN BY CHRIS MOREAU

PHOTOGR APHY SUPPLIED

W ith Edmonton being one of Canada’s 
northern-most capital cities, it can be 
especially tough for the homeless pop-

ulation to survive in the winter months.

According to the Homeward Trust Edmonton 
biennial homeless population count, there were 
2,307 individuals who were homeless in Edmon-
ton in 2014. 

Though methods used in this count were more 
thorough than in previous surveys, results indi-
cated a three per cent decrease from 2012, likely 
due to increased use of shelters.

Recent economic hardships are likely contribut-
ing to the large number of people who find them-
selves without work, a home or even food. 

What are the homeless left to do when all hope 
seems lost?

The Shaw Conference Centre opens its doors twice 
a year with Homeless Connect, an event that pro-
vides essential and dignity-enhancing services to 
Edmonton’s homeless population. 

Homeless Connect and its volunteers specialize in 
restoring hope and dignity to those who may be 
without it. 

Homeless Connect’s mission is simple: to bring 
awareness to the issue of homelessness, and to 
provide services and programs to help those indi-
viduals and families who need support to get back 
on their feet.

“We are one of the few events like this in Canada. 
It’s relevant, and we are one of the last jurisdic-
tions that does it, and as a result we are constantly 

connecting with Albertans,” said Kent McLeod, 
co-chair of Homeless Connect Edmonton. 

A total of 17 events have taken place since Homeless 
Connect began in 2008. Homeless Connect brings 
together a variety of volunteer services donated by 
various groups, organizations and businesses. 

Homeless Connect is part of the City of Edmon-
ton’s 10-year Plan to End Homelessness, but 
similar events are held around the entire coun-
try. Homeward Trust is the main coordinator of 
Homeless Connect in Edmonton, with the coop-
eration of Edmonton Economic Development Cor-
poration, the Shaw Conference Centre and other 
community members and businesses who help to 
put on the event every spring and fall. 

The agencies come voluntarily and include every-
thing from housing providers and training pro-
grams to foot care, food and barbers. 

Over 70 services and 500 volunteers took part in 
last October’s event, with over 2,500 guests in at-
tendance. 

“It’s important to not only give programs that these 
people need, like volunteers to help with housing 
and applications, but the little things, like getting 
a haircut, (and) giving them back some confi-
dence,”  McLeod said. 

Homeless Connect is not just an event to help feed 
and clothe the homeless in our city. It has inspired 
some incredible success stories in its clients. 

McLeod has seen clients who have attended Home-
less Connect go from client to volunteer. 

“We had a kid who came in, and he was 18 years old, 

and he came in and asked a lot of questions, hit all 
of the different venues, and the next year I saw him 
wearing a volunteer shirt. He had actually become 
a housing agent volunteer,” McLeod said. 

“There’s stories like this where you see someone 
one year absorbing the event for all it’s worth and 
come back next year with a volunteer shirt on. But 
there are anecdotal successes, too.” 

McLeod sees that the clients attending the event 
are gradually becoming more aware of available 
programs and the system they must go through to 
move away from homelessness. 

From housing and job applications, to even fil-
ing tax returns, he sees the success of Homeless  
Connect every year. 

While Homeless Connect is a spectacular display 
of individuals coming together to help those in 
less fortunate circumstances, it is disappointing 
that the number of people who attend and require 
the services at the event is still in the thousands.

“Fortunately, we never have a shortage of volun-
teers. We actually cap off the number of volun-
teers for the event every year, so there has not been 
a shortage of people willing to help out,” McLeod 
said, adding that if anyone is interested in volun-
teering or donating, information is available on 
Homeless Connect’s website.

Homeless Connect’s goal to help facilitate paths 
to end homelessness means organizers hope to be 
out of work one day — a day when homelessness in 
Edmonton no longer exists. 

But until then, the organization is working to help 
get the homeless back on their feet. g
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‘We had a kid who came in and he was 18 years 
old, and he came in and asked a lot of questions, 
hit all of the different venues, and the next year I 

saw him wearing a volunteer shirt.’ 
- Kent McLeod
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Where in the world is 
Canadian content?
Canadians artists might be popular, but how does the 
world really feel about our cultural output?

WRIT TEN BY ANA HOLLEMAN

ILLUSTRATION BY ALLEY MACLEAN

Canadian media seems to be flourishing on 
the global stage. London, Ont.’s Justin Bieber 
and Toronto’s The Weeknd both made Forbes’ 

World’s Highest-Paid Celebrities Of 2016 list. 

Meanwhile, Canadian authors like Margaret At-
wood and Michael Ondaatje have seen critical ac-
claim around the world, and Canadian writer Al-
ice Munro even won the Nobel Prize in Literature  
in 2013.

Whether it be music, literature or almost anything 
else, Canadian media seems to have a sizeable fol-
lowing worldwide. Before one can figure out why 
Canadian cultural output is popular, though, a 
question must be raised: what makes content Ca-
nadian in the first place?

Dr. Jack Robinson, an English professor at Mac-
Ewan University, holds a very broad definition of 
what makes literature Canadian — to him, any lit-
erature with a tangible connection to Canada can 
fall under the umbrella. He views this generality 
as a good thing, as it allows for more inclusion in 
Canada’s national canon.

“I don’t think the definition is all that important, 
really,” he said. 

“Some people might say Canadian literature is 
defined by certain prominent themes, or some 
people might say, you know, it’s defined by these 
themes in contrast with American or British liter-
ature, but I think that gets pretty dicey, to say that 
it’s all about this concept.”

“That, as a definition, would exclude certain Ca-
nadian authors, so it’s not good, really, to apply a 
thematic definition, although some critics have 
famously done so.”

The CRTC, however, has a narrower definition of 
Canadian content. Music, for instance, must meet 
two of the four MAPL criteria. 

The criteria, provided by the CRTC, are as follows: 
the music has to be composed entirely by a Cana-
dian, has to be performed by a Canadian, the live 
performance has to be recorded in Canada, or the 
lyrics have to be written entirely by a Canadian. 

While the Canadiana embedded in Drake’s Views 

might be a nice touch, that element does not make 
it Canadian to the CRTC — Drizzy had to write 
the whole thing and perform it mostly by himself. 
(Fun fact: Views overwhelmingly does not meet 
the first or last MAPL criteria.) We reached out to 
the CRTC for further comments on Canadian con-
tent and its role on the global stage, but they failed 
to respond in time for publication.

However, Radio Canada International’s (RCI) web 
editor-in-chief, Soleïman Mellali, was quick to 
respond to queries regarding the broadcaster’s      
successes abroad.

“Currently, on the web, listeners and internet users 
from the five continents follow and interact with 
us in the five most-spoken languages in the world: 
English, French, Spanish, Chinese and Arabic,” he 
said, adding that historically, RCI has broadcast-
ed in 23 different languages.

Mellali explained that RCI’s origins could be 
traced to the Second World War, where it was 
deemed necessary for the Canadian Armed Forc-
es stationed in Europe to have a broadcaster with 
a Canadian slant available to them. As that war 
ended and the Cold War began, Mellali said, RCI’s 
reach spread even further.

Not only has RCI seen success with Canadians 
abroad, but it has also gained traction with peo-
ple who have just landed in Canada or who might 
have never even stepped foot in the country.

“For those who are interested in Canada, those who 
are discovering it, those who hope to immigrate 
(to Canada), those who seek refuge here and for 
those who are arriving in their new host society,” 
he said. 

“(RCI) becomes an anchoring point, an information 
mine and a formidable tool of integration avail-
able in both official languages and in the mother 
tongues of these thousands of listeners and web 
users, some of whom have been following us for a 
great many years.”

In spite of this worldwide interest in Canadian 
media, Robinson said Canadian academics have 
neglected the study of Canadian literature. He at-
tributes this “marginalization” in part to the me-
dium’s history.
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“I think it’s the lingering colonial mentality,” he 
said. “We started off as an Anglocentric culture 
under the shadow of British literature. We are still 
under that shadow.” 

Robinson said this mentality has led Canadian lit-
erature to be seen as “inferior” to other national 
literatures, and post-secondary emphasis on En-
glish literature reinforces this notion.

One solution Robinson proposed to promote the 
appreciation of Canadian literature at home is to 
teach it more in post-secondary institutions. An-
other idea he put forward was a focus on quality 
over quantity.

“When I started studying Canadian literature, there 
were two questions,” he explained. “The first one 
was, ‘Is there any of it?’ Well, since (then), it has be-
come abundantly clear that yeah, there is a bunch 
of it out there. But the second question still re-
mains: ‘Is it any good?’”

“With these questions kind of haunting the study 
of Canadian literature, I’ve kind of, perhaps in 
a defensive way, developed the answer, ‘Yes, it is 
good, and we can demonstrate the quality of some 
of it if we examine its style closely.’” This focus on 
style is why Robinson speaks highly of Ondaatje, 
who is both emphatic on style and popular around          
the world. 

Overall, Robinson’s and Mellali’s words suggest 
something pointed about Canadian media: people 
worldwide consume it, because people worldwide 
believe it is, as a whole, good content.

“If you do work of quality,” Robinson said, “then the 
world will pay attention to it.” g

‘We started off as an Anglocentric culture 
under the shadow of British literature. 

We are still under that shadow.’
-Dr. Jack Robinson
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Edmonton’s struggle with 
secondary sports
Outside the NHL and CFL, fans fail to support other sports that call this city home

WRIT TEN BY KEVIN PENNYFEATHER

PHOTOGR APHY BY TONY LEWIS AND JEFFERY MAT TOON
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‘We’re definitely on the bottom of the 
totem pole sports-wise in Edmonton.’

-Logan Wedgewood

Kyle Brodziak of the Edmonton Road Runners had the 
greatest wrist shot of all-time — or so my 12-year-old self 
would tell you. Caught in the midst of the NHL lockout 

during the ’04-’05 season, I was exposed to great athletes in per-
son for the first time in my life. My jaw dropped and I tugged at 
my friends’ Road Runner hoodies every time Raffi Torres laid a 
big hit. Those hoodies were $20. The tickets to Rexall Place were 
free via a promotion with my minor hockey team.

And the arena was only half-full.

The Road Runners, stocked with Oilers skaters, were only in Ed-
monton for one season while a labour dispute between the NHL 
and its players prevented the pro puck stars from competing in 
the major league. Despite my 12-year-old eyes’ appraisal of the 
influx of NHL-calibre talent that the Road Runners boasted as 
the Oilers’ AHL affiliate at the time, the team wasn’t very good. 

The Road Runners weren’t the only contemporary Edmonton 
sports team not named the Oilers or the Eskimos to struggle with 
a lack of overflowing fan support in the stands. No matter how 
great the players or how affordable the tickets, alternative sports 
have had to struggle to grow their audience in Edmonton.

Some have been somewhat successful, and others haven’t.

Through Ticketmaster, an Edmonton Eskimos ticket costs a fan 
anywhere between $20 and $90; on average, about 30,000 fans 
pour into Commonwealth Stadium each regular season home 
game. The stadium fits more than 60,000, but half that number 
is more than enough to show support for Edmonton’s CFL team.

Using the same methodology for the Edmonton Oilers, the cost 
can be anywhere between $65 and $400; most of these games, 
especially with the new arena, are already sold out or are likely 
to sell out.

Regardless of whether the teams win or lose, fans still show up 
in droves, producing greater attendance numbers than any other 
amateur or professional sports teams that call Edmonton home.

Despite massive amounts of success, most other sports in Edmon-
ton cannot seem to gain a footing in the City of Champions.

Edmonton Prospects

Head down the hill from Rogers Place to Edmonton Ballpark 
(formerly Telus Field) and you’ll find the Edmonton Prospects 

— a Western Major Baseball League collegiate team that strug-
gles to regularly fill the 8,800 seats in the stands. The park was 
built to host professional ball teams of the past, such as the                   

Edmonton Capitals, and while the Prospects saw their average 
attendance triple from under 300 in 2012 to just over 1,000 in 
2015, those numbers are skewed by the 6,000-person crowds 
their annual Canada Day game attracts.

Logan Wedgewood is a 22-year-old catcher who spent all four of 
his collegiate eligibility years with the Prospects, culminating 
in a western conference title this August. 

He says the fan support for the less popular sports in Edmonton 
makes a difference in the team’s play. The Prospects’ larger Can-
ada Day and playoff turnouts help fuel their drive to perform.

“The atmosphere there felt like a professional baseball stadium,” 
he says. “Most of all, you want to show off in front of all those 
people. You want to be the one that after the game the kids talk 
about at home or on the car ride home. Everybody wants to be 
that person.”

“We definitely get almost dependent on (the fans), at some point, 
to give you that energy boost. It definitely comes intrinsically 
from the fans, and after a while you kind of need it.”

Yet despite the value players like Wedgewood place on energy 
from the crowd — big or small — he would go as far as to say over 
half of the city likely doesn’t know the Prospects exist.

“We’re definitely on the bottom of the totem pole sports-wise in 
Edmonton,” he says, “because we are just a collegiate league and 
they are professional sports.”

The Prospects currently offer the highest calibre of competitive 
baseball available to watch in Edmonton. The Prospects won a 
Western Conference championship this year but, save for a mod-
est attendance increase for their playoff run, hardly gained any 
fans because of it.

The lack of an increase in fanship is despite support from other 
local teams. 

Local franchises often work together to promote one another 
during special events, like when Eskimos game attendees heard 
shout outs for the Prospects’ playoff run in August.

More often than not, these shout outs aren’t enough for lower-ti-
er sports to attract fans in large droves.

FC Edmonton

Head northeast from Edmonton Ballpark, 10 minutes down the 
Capital LRT Line, and in the shadow of the mighty Common-
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wealth Stadium’s bleachers you’ll find Clarke Sta-
dium. The pitch has been home to our city’s profes-
sional soccer team, FC Edmonton, since 2012. 

Playing in the North American Soccer League 
(NASL), FC Edmonton posted middling results in 
the last five years of regular season play against 
seven other teams in 2011, against nine others in 
2014, 10 in 2015, and 11 this year. FC Edmonton 
has had a successful season this year, sitting sec-
ond in the standings at time of publication.

The team’s average attendance fluctuated from an 
at-capacity low of 1,500 in 2012, when they played 
their last season of home games at Foote Field, to 
a 2014 high of 3,400. 

That high followed a May 2013 expansion to Clarke 
Stadium in which the team installed temporary 
bleachers on the east side of the pitch that in-
creased the capacity to 5,000.

The team wants to see the number of seats per-
manently tripled to a mid-sized stadium capaci-
ty of 15,000, but they’re waiting on support from 
Edmonton’s city council and prospective fans to 
make that a reality.

Support for Edmonton’s NASL team has been hard 
to come by, but even professional teams at the high-
est level struggle with attendance in the city.

Edmonton Rush

Take the LRT from Stadium to Coliseum and you’ll 
arrive at Rexall Place, the Oilers’ old arena and the 
home where the Edmonton Rush, the city’s Nation-

al Lacrosse League team, spent a decade before re-
locating out east due to consistent low attendance.

Some might call the 10-season run the Edmonton 
Rush had at Rexall an example of a team that re-
ceived substantial support from the community. 
But even when the Oilers were busy missing the 
playoffs (again) with a 28th place finish two sea-
sons ago, the Rush’s repeated post-season success 
couldn’t garner increasing support.

After four years of playoff pushes and finally win-
ning its first championship in 2015, the Rush’s 
team owner, Bruce Urban, announced its reloca-
tion to Saskatoon as the Saskatchewan Rush for 
the 2016 season. The Rush’s average attendance 
had declined each year (except for a five-year 
high in 2014) from about 11,000 in 2007 to a fran-
chise-low of less than 6,600 per game in its most 
triumphant 2015 season.

That attendance figure was third-worst in the 
league and may have been the final indicator Ur-
ban needed to make the decision to relocate.

“We had an incredible end to the 2015 season,” he 
wrote in a July 2015 statement. “Our loyal and pas-
sionate fans were a big reason for that. But this is 
a business decision and it is in our best interest 
for the continuing future of the franchise to move      
to Saskatchewan.”

The Saskatchewan Rush won their second cham-
pionship as a franchise this year with an unde-
feated playoff run, and the team got there with an 
average of nearly 12,000 fans in the SaskTel Centre 
watching each home game.

With so many social and spectator activities and 
festivals available to Edmontonians year-round — 
even during the off-seasons devoid of ice hockey 
and football — the complicated question of why 
spectators don’t attend the highest level of compe-
tition available in alternative sports in Edmonton 
doesn’t get any easier to answer.

As the Oilers and the Eskimos struggle to main-
tain Edmonton’s ‘City of Champions’ nickname, 
alternative sports are picking up the slack. 

But unsuccessful teams cannot be an excuse for      
Edmontonians to not show up to games.

It’s true not all sports fans enjoy every sport. Even 
if their home team is losing, the professional skill 
of visiting squads is often entertaining enough to 
keep them watching ‘their’ sport rather than tak-
ing in another.

As a result, promoting a team’s existence in the 
shadow of the professional hockey and football 
juggernauts in town is a difficult task.

There’s no question Edmonton is a sports city; 
even though the golden years of both football and 
hockey are well behind us, Edmontonians have re-
mained loyal to the Eskimos and the Oilers.

But if recent history is any indicator, the win/
loss record of the Oilers and Eskimos, no matter 
how bad, is unlikely to send fans flocking to other 
sporting events. g
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Danielle Campbell is one of MacEwan University’s newest 
faculty members, joining the school as an assistant pro-
fessor in the Police and Investigations program. Camp-

bell’s previous career, however, was as illustrious as it was rid-
dled with challenges.  

She was Edmonton’s first female dog handler, the first female 
deputy chief of police of the Edmonton Police Service (EPS), the 
first female forensic polygraph examiner and was also the high-
est ranking woman to serve on the force. There is no doubt she 
will provide students with vast amounts of knowledge from her 
past experiences. 

When asked about joining MacEwan University, Campbell said 
she is looking forward to teaching and learning from students.

“If any of my experiences that I’ve had the privilege of gaining 
through my time with the Edmonton Police Service can benefit 
future bright minds and future leaders in whatever path they 
choose, I thought, what a privilege (to be able to share),” she says. 

As a deputy chief, Campbell was in charge of all investigative 
areas, from homicide to economic crime. 

Her jurisdiction also covered all canine and flight operations pro-
grams, as well as victim services units, police communications 
and many of the plainclothes operations running in Edmonton. 

In order to get to the position of deputy chief, Campbell started 
as all beginning officers do: in patrol. 

“It’s like kindergarten,” she says. “You have to learn the law, you 
have to learn about cases, and you have to learn how to be a  
good investigator.”

Transferring to the canine unit had been a dream of Campbell’s 
since she was in high school and was the main reason she joined 
the EPS. 

“(When I was) in grade 10, my sister married an RCMP dog han-
dler (named) Jim ... and as a child I loved to play hide and seek, 
my favourite game, and I couldn’t believe that Jim got paid to 
play hide and seek, find the bad guys and bad gals that were hid-

ing, with his dog, and basically, ‘tag, gotcha, you’re it.’ And you 
got paid for that!” she says.

“So, I was hooked ... and I just thought ‘that’s a great fit for me.’”

Edmonton’s canine unit was established in 1967 by Val Val-
levand, and in 1994 Campbell became the first female dog han-
dler for the EPS. 

“It was a different day. Misogyny was alive and well within the 
Edmonton Police Service,” she says. 

“There were many individuals in the organization all the way up 
to very high ranking officers, senior leaders of the organization, 
who didn’t believe that women could do certain jobs within the 
policing culture.”

“I disagreed. I knew it didn’t matter about gender; gender wasn’t 
even in the equation.” 

In training to be a dog handler, a constable has to quarry, which 
means becoming the bait for dogs already in the unit. The next 
step is to become a puppy handler. 

At first, Campbell was forbidden to quarry by her senior execu-
tive officer, but that did not stop her. 

By refusing that order and continuing to quarry – in spite of re-
ceiving a decent amount of ridicule along the way – she became 
a puppy handler, and in August of 1994, made history with her 
dog Echo. 

“I don’t see myself as a trailblazer, I never have. I see myself as 
someone who refused to let barriers prevent me from things 
that I knew I could do. They weren’t my barriers; they were other 
people’s barriers that I refused to accept,” Campbell says. 

While she may not consider herself a trailblazer, many people do. 
Campbell also happened to be the first openly gay officer in the 
EPS, making her a role model for not just women, but for those 
in the LGBTQ+ community as well. 

Her fierce determination — to not be stopped by barriers that 

From EPS to MacEwan
MacEwan University’s Police and Investigations program 
welcomes EPS pioneer 
 
WRIT TEN BY LYDIA FLEMING

PHOTOGR APHY BY ROX ANNE AUGER
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stood without reason and to accomplish every goal she had be-
cause she knew she could — sets an example for people of every 
gender and every sexual orientation. 

“I have never been ashamed of who I am as a human being, and 
the fact that I happen to be gay, I’m not ashamed of that. It’s who 
I am, it’s how I was born,” she says.

“If other people are uncomfortable with that, my sincere hope is 
that based on education they become more informed.”

“If there have been other men and women who have joined the 
Edmonton Police Service because they knew that they could and 
they felt that if they happened to be gay, for example, or bisexual 
or whatever their orientation was, if they felt ‘Well, if she could 
do it, I could do it,’ if that gave them hope, I’m thrilled,” she says. 

When asked about becoming a teacher, Campbell says although 
she had many wonderful experiences as part of EPS, all things 
need to come to an end. She hadn’t thought about taking on any 

new ventures after retirement aside from trying to be a better 
friend, family member and spouse, since her previous job had 
been so time-consuming. 

However, in learning about the chance to teach at MacEwan, 
Campbell was excited to take the opportunity to do something 
new. “I’m a recruit, and my colleagues that work in the facul-
ty, and this department specifically, have been very kind to me 
and very welcoming in so many ways, because I am the newbie,” 
Campbell says. 

As an assistant professor in the Police and Investigations pro-
gram, Campbell has an extensive amount of knowledge, and 
she’s excited to pass it on to her students. 

“I’m excited to be here, I think MacEwan University is on the cut-
ting edge. It’s in its infancy and it’s growing. It’s a fascinating 
institution, and it’s only going to get better, and I’m thrilled to 
be here. It’s wonderful to be here,” Campbell says. g

Snap us @thegriffmag

‘They weren’t my barriers; they were other 
people’s barriers that I refused to accept.’

-Danielle Campbell
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Views from the mixed
Thoughts and feelings on being half asian in Canada

STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY THAI SIRIKOONE

I struggled with the Thai language growing up, 
and I still struggle with it to this day.

My nickname in the family is falang, which essen-
tially means “white person” in Thai.

Some might think that the word is insensitive, but 
my family called me falang all my life, and they 
still do to this day. 

I quickly came to terms with the word despite the 
alienating nature of it because my Asian family 
adores me. They love that I eat all the spicy Thai 
food, bow to my elders and hang out with my 
full-Asian cousins. Why? Because to them, I’m 
the white Asian, and that means I have a place  
with them.

On the flip side, the other half of my family, as well 
as my non-Asian friends, see me as strictly Asian. 

I’ve been teased my whole life about using chop-
sticks, enjoying Asian culture and, in general, just 
being Asian. It definitely doesn’t help that my name 
is Thai, I’m half Thai and sometimes I tie ties. When-
ever there is anything remotely Asian-inspired 

I n Canada, it’s a given that we accept people of 
all shapes, sizes, colours, beliefs, and all that 
jazz. That’s why being half Thai and half Cana-

dian wasn’t a big deal growing up, nor was it a big 
deal to either side of my family. 

The paradox lies in that my identity doesn’t really 
fit with either side of my two worlds: both sides of 
my family see me as the other culture.

My mother’s side of the family is a standard 
white-Canadian family with white-Canadian val-
ues and problems. My great aunt was even a mount-
ie. Can it get any more Canadian than that?

My dad’s side, on the other hand, is a just another 
immigrant story: my grandparents immigrated to 
Canada from Southeast Asia to escape the dan-
gers of the Vietnam War.

The two contrasting families actually blend well. 
Grandmothers from both sides loved to see each 
other and could share the fact they had a new grand-
son. The only difference between the two families is 
their language. My Thai family spoke Thai, and the 
Canadian side spoke English. Naturally. 

around me and my friends, I usually wait for a joke 
to come my way. 

That stuff isn’t offensive to me, though; being re-
minded that I’m Asian, whether by insult or not, 
is the biggest compliment I can receive. It is an 
immense source of pride for me. It reminds me 
of my heritage and how much I love being part of  
that culture.

It also makes me happy that my Thai family wel-
comes a Canadian like me with such pride.

I can’t say too many people in my life understand 
the unique social and cultural upbringing I had. 
Not that misunderstanding is a bad thing, but 
the story of someone who has been split between 
vastly different cultures their whole life is one that 
might be ignored more often than not.

The ignorance is understandable because the story 
is usually one of someone caught between worlds 
in a wholly grey way; it’s a difficult story to tell.

Being half is nowhere near the best of both worlds, 
but it sure as hell isn’t a bummer. g
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ISH

INFLATABLES
Tournament

For more information please visit our
website at MacEwan.ca/Recreation

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Spin
6:35-7:30 a.m.

Spin & Tone
6:35-7:30 a.m.

Spin 
12:05-12:55 p.m.

Spin & Tone
12:05-12:55 p.m.

Spin & Core
12:05-12:55 p.m.

Spin 
12:05-12:55 p.m.

Spin & Core 
12:05-12:55 p.m.

Spin & Yoga
5:30-6:30 p.m.

Begin to Spin
5-5:45 p.m.

Spin & Core
6-7 p.m.

Spin
6-7 p.m.

Spin & Barre
7-8 p.m.

BPM Spin
6-7 p.m.

To reserve your tag for a Value-Added 
Spin class please call 780-497-5317. 
Tags are available one hour prior to the 

start of the class. All levels of fitness are 
welcome, as you set the level of intensity 
that suits your individual needs. Please 

be punctual to allow time for bike set up.

MacEwan.ca/SportandWellness

TUESDAY • OCTOBER 25 • SPIN STUDIO
MacEwan University Sport and Wellness

Join us on Tuesday, October 25
for the first of our themed spin

events this semester, Glow Spin!

Can’t make it? See the schedule
for all of MacEwan University

Sport and Wellness’ Spin classes.

Value-Added (Free) Classes

Drop-in Available (Public $15 / Member/Student $13.50)



MacEwanEats.ca


